
Check Q&A - respond thoroughly and upvote important questions

Check Reviews (across all platforms, especially Google) and respond to all

Send out your pre-written review-request email containing your review link to all guests

checking out

Encourage guests to share their photos alongside their review

Google boosts business listings with the most 5* reviews, so if you are receiving reviews that

are below what you would expect address the issues to get your reviews back on track.

Post updates (every day for maximum impact on your business listing's ranking) - the GMB

app makes this super easy

If you have enabled GMB messaging, check it regularly each day and respond within the 24

hour timeframe

Establishing a strong foundation for your brand's online visibility by optimising your Google My Business (GMB)
listing is a lot of work and because optimising and continuing to get your business seen online is an ongoing

effort, we don't want your initial hard work to go to waste. Now that you have done most of the work it's
important that you continue to 'top-up' your Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) efforts. This is why we have

created this resource to keep your SEO efforts on track.

Follow this checklist and schedule to continue reaping the rewards of your hard work and to see continued
improvements within your business' online visibility. We have also included a few basic website update

suggestions as a fully functioning and up to date website also boosts your SEO. 

These tasks will be most beneficial if you have already completed each step discussed throughout the course.

Daily Tasks
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Checklist & Schedule to Achieve Ongoing and Improved
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Quick check over all information, including NAP (Name, Address and Phonenumber),

website address, check links work etc (remember anyone can edit your business listing - even

competitors with ill intent - so it's essential you monitor the information provided within it).

Does the website link connect to the correct page on your website? (A good opportunity to

check the relevant web page is working properly too)

Post updates (minimum once per week)

If you are receiving a regular question that isn't featured on your GMB listing, add it on

Monitor all other business listings, including on Bing, Trip-Advisor (respond to reviews,

Q&As etc)

Blog post (once per week if possible, more is better)

Analyse your website's analytics to see which phrases people are using to locate your business

and optimise your website, blog posts and business listing for these

Check your website to make sure all of the main pages and blog posts are functioning

correctly and look good across all platforms. You can use Google Search Console to check for

issues with functionality.

Check all website links (you can use Screamingfrog's link checker for convenience).

Weekly Tasks

Weekly Website checks and updates:
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Enter a Google search as if you were a Google user looking for your service or hotel. Assess the

results given by Google, which of the following are the most prominent results; videos, photos,

map results, articles? This should dictate the type of content that is popular so consider

creating and uploading more of this to optimise for these results.

Reasses (and update if necessary) the keywords Google users might be using to find your

business and utilise those keywords naturally throughout your blog content and posts.

Check your GMB listing to see if Google have updated or added any new features. If so, ensure

you utilise these features so that your listing remains optimised and complete.

If you have a new team member, introduce them using your "Team" section in the GMB

dashboard

Use your website analytics to see which pages and posts are the most popular and optimise

those pages for more conversions (ie. bookings) and create more posts that are similar to your

most popular posts

Check your website to ensure all pages (including lesser-accessed pages) are functioning

correctly.

Blog post (minimum once per month)

Monthly Tasks

Monthly Website checks and updates:

If you are using Google Hotel Ads

Check your hotel listing's Google Hotel Ads results and ensure that the OTAs aren't

undercutting your price. Your website needs to offer the best rate.
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Use the Moz.com tool to locate all business listings and ensure there are no inconsistencies. If

you need to update your information, ensure you use this tool to locate and update all listings.

Review your GMB listing's featured images. Do they need updating? If it is now winter

consider posting festive snowy scenes for example. When adding new images ensure they are

optimised including with alt text. Hire a professional photographer if necessary.

Check images shared by guests on your listing. If any are damaging your brand's reputation

report the image to Google and address the issue that caused the image to be taken and shared

(if applicable).

Review and update any room and property attributes if necessary.

Quarterly Tasks

If there are is a new business operating within your hotel's location, ensure it is featured as a

"located in" business so that it is easily found.

Consider whether your website needs updating or a refresh.

Yearly Tasks

Looking for more resources to grow your business, increase bookings and
foster brand loyalty?

Head to our blog and subscribe for weekly insights.
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